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1. To what extent is the study of mpdern languages as

foreseen in the secondary-school curriculum of your country

conceived wi a view to spreading amon e younger generation

a knowledge o e contemporary civilisation o oreign

erature, social an ntellectua e, ways of
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According to the scheme regulating instruction at

Czechoslovak secondary schools’ (Ndvrh ulebnich osnov pro
stfean{ Zkoly. Published by Statn{ nakladatelstvi Prague 1933)
the study of foreign countries and. their civilizations is

provided for inconnection with the teaching of modern languages.

It is an important part of the higher grade teaching i.e. after

two years of preliminary study of the language. In this

respect the teaching of three languages has to be considered:

German, French and English (in the German speaking frontier

districts Czech, English and French). German has a privileged

positionin Czech (and Slovak) schools, being taught during the
whole course of study, i.e. eight years in classical ('Gymnasium' )

and semi-classical ('Real Gymnasium') and seven years in the

modern ('Real') schools. The time that is allotted to it and
the proximity of the German-speaking areas makes it easy for the

students not only to acquaint themselves with the everyday

language but also with German life and ways at close range.

Exchanges of students between Czech and German families are a

long-standing tradition in Bahemia. The educational value of

German literature is less obvious than the great importance of

a practical command of the language for business men and civil

servants in Central Europe. In the case afboth French and

English, however, it is the literature and the study of the

cultural’ background and the democratic traditions and

institutions that are of greatest educational value. Since

these two languages (English with some regrettable further

restrictions) are given nnly half the time that is allowed to

German, and out of this time only two years are available for

the study of literature and civilization, we shall mainly

confine our attention to the problems involved in their study.

Text books are used which, apart from specimens of literature

both classic and modern, also contain articles on social and

economic conditions in the country concerned. Besides,

annotated editionsof standard authors are read in class or

lent to advanced students for home study. heading of topical

Bows in foreignOe Grimes 2980 Ena interest to the
routine work. pecialschoolperiodicals (such as Le petit

journal of Prague.and Le courrier tchécoslovaque of Brno)
contain a selection of articleson recent events as well as
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descriptions of the country ete. From time to time French

or English lecturers are invited to give literary lectures

and narratives or interesting and easy talks on aspects of

intellectual life in their countries. Whenever possible the

pupils are encouraged or taken to see foreign educational

films. |

2. That methods nf teaching have proved to be

particularly helpful in this respect?

As to which method offers the best results, this

could only be found out by statistical evidence callected from

the teachers, which is still lacking. But it Seems that

educational films accompanied by appropriate explanations are

easily the most attractive form of imparting useful knowledge

to young students. Exchange of correspondence with colleagues

abroad has also proved stimulating. d

о. That measures have been applied in order to facilitate

the exchange of teachers and pupils travelling abroad?

The exchange of professors and pupils is still in a

rudimentary stage. It is evident that in this respect smaller

nations are at a disadvantage becaise there is not muchdemand

for their language. It may, however, be claimed for the A

Czechoslovak language that it is the key to the whole Slavonic

world. Moreover, a foreign student might easily. improve his

knowledge of German during the summer holidays which many  -

Czech families spend in the frontier mountains where German is

mostly spoken. An exchange of pupils has been started with

France. Every year about ten pupils are awarded scholarships

for French lycées where they stay for three years. The British
Council also provides a summer holiday in England for a certain

number of successful secondary school students. Well-to-do

families frequently send their children abroad for the summer

vacation. Student organizations occasionally arrange, under

the guidance of professors, visits to French university towns

where students may attend courses specially designed for

foreigners. Campipg abroad is also sometimes practised.

4, Are broadcasting and cinematography used, and if so,

what have been the results of these experiments:

Sound-films are hardly used at schools because of the

expensive apparatus. Special educational programmes, however,

are arranged for students in cinemas. Broadcasting is much

more in use, though all schools are not yet provided with

radio sets. The radio however cannot replace the lecturer's

living word and gesture. The same applies to the gramophone

which is, however, extensively used as a labour <saving device

(in view of the possibility of repetition).

5. Does the training of future teachers of modern

languages take into due account the general orientation of

anguage teaching to be considered by the Advisory Committee

Tscope of studies, compulsory stays abroad, ебс. )?

The requirements for the teachers' examinations

include a good knowledge of literature and civilization of the
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particular country in question. For example, for the
first examination in English (which takes place after two
years of university studies) a student must study some
prescribed books of modern authors and has to show a general
knowledge of English literature from the Renaissance. It is
also expressly stated that the student should be familiar with
"the most important aspects of modern English life", For the
second and final examination (after another two years) the
student is expected to have a good knowledge of the whole field
of English literature as well as of American literature from the
end of the 18th century. In his study of literature, he has
to take into account "the history of England and America and
the evolution of British and American institutions, especially
in so far as they throw light on the origin and development
of the cultural atmosphere". In this connection it may be
mentioned that at the Commercial and Economic Department of the
Technical College at Prague (Vysoká Skola obchodní (School of
Business Administration)) a course of lectures is delivered
every term on different aspects of English civilization. There
are similar courses on other civilizations too, for which
special text books are being gradually provided. (The latest
is Dr. L.V.Kopecky's useful book on contemporary Russia.)
University professors in their lectures on literature have
ample opportunity for discussing cultural conditions, but
special lectures on contemporary life and institutions of the
country in question are as a rule left to "Readers" from that
country as part of the practical courses in the language for
whieh they are responsible. At the same time students are
recommended to spend one term, or at least to attend a summer
course, at a foreign university. One term abroad is reckoned
as two terms of practical exercises in the country. For this
purpose scholarships are open to university students. Some
of them are due to the generosity of the French Government as
well as to different organ izations. For several years now
the British Council has awarded annually four scholarships
(there are three Czechoslovak universities and one German)
to students of English which are greatly appreciated.
Scholarships are also granted on a basis of reciprocity by
American colleges through the Institute of International
Education, and by other States including Poland, Yugoslavia
and Italy, whose languages may be taught in the seventh and
eighth classes of the secondary schools if a sufficient number
of students so desire. The Czechoslovak Government (and in
Slovakia the provincial government) also award scholarships to
deserving students. The number of such scholarships, however,
is still inadequate.

6. What facilities are offered to modern language
teachers having already entered their rofession, in order to
allow them to keep in close contact TER the life of the
countries whose anguage ey are teaching:

Teachers already employed at schools may obtain
Scholarships for tha summer vacation to keep in touch with
the foreign countries and their languages. In this case too,
the number of scholarships is still very limited.
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